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Current by GE
Web Site Content Assessment & Recommendations
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Incandescent light ﬁxtures, the original backbone of General Electric’s (GE) market,
have become a commodity. Technical innovation has poised LED systems to become
the industrial lighting of the future. To stay competitive within the lighting industry,
GE wants to emerge as a thought leader inﬂuencing this shift.
Part of this solution is the “Current by GE” web site, designed as a content hub for
information on retroﬁtting industries for LED lighting. LEDs have many advantages, like
huge cost-savings. But more importantly, the GE value proposition is that digital lighting
can form the foundation for an “Internet of Things” (IoT) network that enables the creation
of intelligent environments and buildings. The audience for the site is executives in large
corporations, and industries owning many buildings and sites.
My role was to do a content assessment of the site. To start out, I had access to several
stakeholder interviews, some personas, and preliminary analytics data on site visits.
In general, the site is not fulﬁlling its potential as a content hub. A lot of pages receive little
of no traﬃc and lack consistent brand messaging. The main problem is too much content.
It’s relatively easy to write articles without putting in the extra work needed to learn about
visitors’ needs and the editorial focus required to create just the right content.
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Added to this, unclear menus and cluttered page designs make it diﬃcult to ﬁnd relevant
articles. Lack of content organization also contributes to issues with search engine
optimization. In addition, the unstructured content prevents the content from being
pushed to a variety of new channels.

OVERVIEW
Current, powered by GE, is a new energy startup company created within General Electric
(GE). Technical innovations in LED lighting over the past 15 years have created dramatic
improvements over incandescent bulbs. LEDs use 50% less energy, meaning lowered
costs, have an extended life (20 years), are durable, cool, clean and eco-friendly. In large
industries, a switch to LED lighting is inevitable.
But the largest value of LEDs is that they are digital and can be connected to sensors on
wireless networks with building automation software. LEDs can become nodes in the
Internet of Things (IoT). Lighting will thus enable the future of intelligent environments
and buildings. The beneﬁts are massive. These systems will be able to see and hear, sense
temperature, humidity or carbon dioxide levels, evaluate energy use, and create safety or
security alerts.

SITE BUSINESS GOALS
Industry outlook. As systems change over, there will be new winners and losers among
the lighting companies that provide this new technology. Because of the long life of an
LED ﬁxture, whomever gets the retroﬁt business ﬁrst will have a great advantage. Now
that light bulbs have become a commodity, this as a chance for GE to stay viable by
becoming a leader in exploring these new markets.
Target audience. Current by GE seeks to engage executives of large enterprises that could
lead to large projects.

Current’s value proposition
No new upgrades to the grid or building systems are needed to switch to LEDs. They have
so many advantages over incandescent bulbs, that they sell themselves. To rise above the
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many others entering this new market, GE seeks to exploit the added value by selling the
sensors and software networks that digital lighting makes possible. These apps will be
licensed from a growing ecosystem of developers serving this new need.

SITE AUDIENCE NEEDS
Executives are the primary target audience for Current. The primary message is high-level
cost savings. But the secondary beneﬁts are new information technologies that can solve
many other problems. To a lesser extent, operations managers are targeted, who are in
charge of installations, and will be attracted by the product oﬀerings and their technical
speciﬁcations in the GE catalog site.
We created three working personas.
1.

Chief Operations Oﬃcer. Energy costs add up fast for a large global corporation with
many facilities and oﬃces. An LED change-over promises dramatic cost savings and
less down time due to power insecurity. He wants good equipment that maintains
eﬃcient operation over many kinds of properties.

2.

Chief Marketing Oﬃcer. Margins are slim in brick-and-mortar retail. It’s hard to
compete with Amazon on costs. She wants to compete by oﬀering a better in-store
experience. She wants to impress her company and be seen as a winner.

3.

Chief Information Oﬃcer. One problem IT is expected to solve is the facilities
booking system. Since many event and conference rooms go empty most of the time,
a combination LED/sensor system could manage the energy costs by turning lights
and heating cooling up and down depending on occupancy. He needs innovative
solutions that are 100% reliable.

WEB SITE ASSESSMENT
A content hub. The site (hub.currentbyge.com) is meant to be a content hub and function
as a repository for informational articles created to promote Current as a thought leader in
the ﬁeld, and to create and track leads. A content hub can become the canonical place to
ﬁnd critical content on a particular topic all in one place. This is true for both humans and
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search bots. But, to achieve this, the content needs to be organized, structured, and have a
consistent curated message. (Wachter-Boettcher, 2012)
The Current site goes part of the way, but falls short of becoming a true hub. The site
functions more like a normal CMS populated with blog posts and is too dependent on
traditional web pages for structure.

Audience engagement
We gathered analytics for three months to see how much of the content is being read, and
how much is skimmed, or skipped over entirely. Here are the main take-aways:
•

Most of the content got very little traﬃc. About 75% of the content on the Current by
GE site receives 10 or fewer Unique Page Views (UPVs).

•

The pages that did get traﬃc, were skimmed quickly for information.

•

Since the average bounce rate was only 3.25%, visitors stayed on the site once they
scanned the information on a page.

From this, we identiﬁed three kinds of content.
1. Popular content. These pages received a lot of unique page views. It appears that these
pages were scanned quickly for information rather than read all the way through.
The average time on page (ToP) for the top ﬁve articles, those with the most unique page
views (UPVs) , is approximately 1.5 minutes. We can assume the visitors skimmed the
material. I thoughtfully read the most viewed article, “CFL vs Halogen vs LED,” (1.75 min
average Time on Page) in 3.5 minutes. Between two and four minutes on page is a good
industry standard for engaged reading.
2. Unpopular content that has value. Interestingly, some of the the least popular pages
with only one UPV had the most engagement from looking at time on page. Some of
these are diﬃcult to explain, but others are webinars, and a few individuals who were
interested enough to spend time in thoughtful reading.
3. Pages that got little traﬃc. As described above, this is about 75% of the content.
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Unique page views
Out of 1755 total pages, only 7 (0.5%)
of them received over 1000 unique
page views (UPVs) , and only 75 pages
(4%) received over 100 UPVs.

Landing pages
The landing pages, in general, are ﬁlled with too many “featured posts” all of seemingly
equal value and hard to sort through. Too many featured items means that none of them
is actually featured. It was also hard to read the headlines and the featured images did not
make it easy to choose a post for reading. It appears that content is being created without
a good knowledge of what the audience wants to learn.
Other issues:
•

The headlines are too long and the fonts are hard to read, especially in the grid
context. articles.

•

Tag lines do not describe in simple language what Current by GE does and why the
visitor should want to read the articles.

•

The calls to action only pretend to be relevant and personal and are not trustworthy or
compelling. The site comes oﬀ as not knowing its audience.
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B Main menu. SOLUTIONS and

EXPLORE labels are not
descriptive.

! B
C
E

C Tag line. It’s not immediately

D

F

clear what the company does and
what their value proposition is. In
addition, it’s written in a promotional
style, using unclear terms and
corporate-speak.
D Posts. There really is no “featured
content.” when it all given the same
weight without a heirarchy. You can’t
easily tell what the article is about from
the titles, nor the images. Also, the type
design is hard to read.
E Call to action. This is trying to be
personalized, but is not convincing.
There is no clear reason to give your
email.
F Recommended content. The site
correctly identified the server, but the
recommendations were not relevant.

ARTICLE STRUCTURE
The articles do not speak with a clear, consistent editorial voice, and are not organized to
make content clear and compelling to readers. Many times key branding messages are
not mentioned up front or at all.
They also don’t follow simple HTML rules that create a hierarchy through the use of tags.
Meaning can suﬀer for both humans and search engine bots.
More importantly, posts are not structured in ways that can take advantage of all the
potential of a content hub to be extremely ﬁndable and authoritative. By structured, we
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mean that content is separated from presentation and is broken up into discreet elements
labeled with metadata. Elements that are structured into meaningful bits like this can be
pushed out and reused in multiple channels regardless of medium.
B Headline. The article lists

8 advantages of LEDs, but
does not mention the added
value of ecosystems, which
is the top talking point.

! B

C Subhead. Subheads are
F

not marked up using
semantic html hierarchy,
rather use using WYSIWIG
presentation instead of <h2>
tag.
Content structure.
The content is all one piece
as would come off a word
processor, not structured for
the web and reuse.
Note absence of simple
elements like
•
author
•
date published
•
image caption

C
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RECOMMENDATIONS
User research. Stakeholders stated that there were no plans to conduct any user research.
Most of the issues noted are due to incomplete knowledge of what users need and want,
and how they already think about trends in lighting.
Content creators are throwing as much information as they can onto the site, hoping that
users will sort through it and ﬁnd what they want. People don’t work this way.
Even a little qualitative audience research could ﬁx or improve this problem. Yes, it’s hard
to get more than 30 seconds with busy executives—the stated audience. But interviews
with lower down people in each kind of industry, the factory, oﬃce, city, and retail store,
would produce enough insights to transform the site. Incentives should be fairly easy to
arrange.

Edit and prune content
Prune content. Start phasing out irrelevant content. It wastes time and money to manage
content that few people ﬁnd useful. Also, too many low-value pages make the worthwhile
articles harder to ﬁnd.
Removing low-value content will inspire Current’s editors to deﬁne better what their
audience wants to read and focus on quality over quantity. Here are some guidelines:
•

Start by removing articles that received less than 10 Unique Page Views—that’s
75% of the site. This is conservative, only a ﬁrst step. If it scored over 200 seconds Time
on Page, that may indicate an important person read it thoughtfully. Look more
carefully at these pages to make sure that is the case.

•

Remove the pdf documents replace them with true web content. They hardly ever
get read. Use PDFs where the page is to be printed. On the web, PDFs are
inconvenient, interrupt work ﬂow, and are hard to navigate and read compared to
HTML pages. They rarely have metadata so are also hard to search and they take you
out of the site’s navigation system.

•

Edit the remaining pages for web writing. Clarity and brevity are required. The
average Time on Page for the site as a whole is just over a minute. That suggests most
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people are skimming for facts and information. This is in keeping with the attention
span of busy executives.

Content governance
Message. Many the of popular articles are not written with clear branding messages.
•

Home Page. A visitor can’t tell immediately on entering a landing page what Current
by GE is, what they do, and what value they have to oﬀer.

•

Provide the business goals of the site to authors in short sentences also they can
include these messages early on in the articles.

Editorial Style. Create a style guide to address these issues:
•

Create a Message Architecture and Voice and Tone guide. Articles have an
inconsistent style. Create a list of key words, terms, phrases and sentences that
describe your business. Describe the personality GE wants to convey to readers.

•

Web style guide. Most of the writing on the site feels like it was written for print, not
for busy web readers, especially executives.

•

Use objective instead of promotional writing. (Nielsen, 1997) Much of the text is
written in company-centered language, extolling GE. That’s not what a visitor came for,
and they might not understand this text is they did.
•

The tag lines often are very general instead of speciﬁc. They make abstract
claims using an advertising copy-writer’s style that people usually ignore.
Instead, be speciﬁc and explain why you make this claim and what people will
ﬁnd if they read further.
This tag line may be true, “Hardware + edge technology enable software and
applications to unleash eﬃciency and productivity. With our ever-expanding
partner ecosystem, the possibilities are endless.” But please explain it in
simple.

•

Don’t use acronyms or brand names, if possible, in a headline or title.
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•

Don’t use technical terms, like “intelligent endpoints” unless you explain them
ﬁrst.

Personalization. Don’t try to personalize content unless you really know who your visitor
is. It falls ﬂat and communicates that you don’t really know them.
•

The copy in the contact for Call to Action dos not explain a good reason to join. Before
that, “We can tell we like you.” is blatantly untrue.

•

The small “recommended content” icon reduces visitor conﬁdence by giving irrelevant
suggestions.

Structured content
Semantic HTML tags. The articles are created in a CMS dashboard, using a WYSIWYG
word-processor style. Because of that, they are written for visual presentation, not
underlying structure. At the very least:
•

Add dates so visitors can judge how current the information is; and older content can
be archived.

•

Add authors names for more authority

•

Show categories and key words

•

Use standard HTML hierarchy tags, e.g., use <H2> instead of <strong>.

Structured content components. Ideally the elements that make up each article can be
broken down into components, tagged with metadata. This separates the meaningful
structure from its presentation. This way it can be aggregated on the hub and pushed out
into many diﬀerent channels. The channel will be able to structure it to look best within its
own format.

Information architecture
Menu labeling is not always indicative of what is behind it if the visitor clicks.
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•

Menu items are often too abstract or company-centered. Visitors are coming from
other unknown places, probably looking at many other sites, and they must
immediately know where they have landed and what the Current site is for.

•

Card sorting would help with creating a set of labels that people in the audience use
and understand.
Menu item labels

The labels “What’s possible” and “Approach” may make perfect sense to people within the company. But they can mean
many different things to a visitor coming from outside, without context. This is especially true because what the company
does is not defined until the visitor clicks through to the next level down on the site. Even there, what the company does
is obscured by technical jargon.

Page layout
Landing pages. “Featured Content” shows a grid of too may articles. They can’t all be
featured. A featured article landing page should focus on any one or two headlines that
are important to a viewer in the style of a newspaper. There should be true featured
articles focused on need of audience as established by user research.
•

If you use the grid style for posts, design a higher-level grid of two or three articles that
are truly featured and curated based on visitor’s needs or popularity.

•

Make headlines short, easy to grasp quickly, and choose. Don’t use the reverse type on
black strip backgrounds. These are hard to read.
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•

Use no image, or a background image that gives some indication of content in the
article. Try not to use images that are purely decorative here.
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